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Noli Me Tangere, Hans Holbein (between 1532 and 1533). Wikimedia Commons (Royal Collection of

the United Kingdom).

We err. In search of errors, we err again, repeatedly and without ends. Lost in
the face of powerful invisible enemy. But is it an enemy? And how can we go
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battle without a declaration of war?

How do I find the right words?

Decree upon decree endlessly issued in an effort to contain a situation from
ever becoming more serious and more urgent. Declaring a state of emergency
for a condition that is outside of ordinary laws. Decrees to contain what appears
completely beyond control.

Are you trying to control even the most minute details? Because details are
important… Just as some believe that the good Lord is hidden in the details.

One thing is certain now. What we thought we knew is no longer sufficient.
What we believed to have understood will not provide an adequate analysis. We
need new words…

Is vulnerable life bare? Are the bare lives of the habitants on this planet in
turmoil?1

We live our bodies as objects of anguish, stripped bare when confronted by
their exceptional significance. Bodies are not only vectors of epidemics, but also
the means of transmitting what we are, means of communication. Symptoms of
our common being, contours of sensitive and exposed epidermis, tasked with
protecting and granting us contact. Possible forms, different from what we have
inhaled, learned, memorized, forgotten, dreamed… Never just singular—an
impossibility—but always in common.

Common that is never amassed, a compound, con-fusion. Never unified.
Certainly not when you finally grasp its potentiality. Separation and distance are
its custodians. Custodians of relations that are not feared, precisely because
they are put to the test.

It is pointless to hypothesize forms of life without relations, to theorize life
without relationships.

It is pointless to blame the theory when someone stumbles. Abstraction is
always real. It is one of the most sublime forms the body assumes, which it
needs.

Being in common at a distance is the practice that makes it possible to invent
new words, new positions, new horizons. It instills something that is already
occurring. But it is a practice which requires much patience.

A practice that countless women have experienced on their skin over the
centuries, in their homes.

We will rediscover the centrality of the domestic condition. We have the
opportunity to finally uncover the neglected political potentiality of a private
sphere that does not deprive. If we were to care and pay close attention to the
bodies that we use, which we thought we understood, they could carry us to
previously unimaginable places.

This is an opportunity. We should not let it pass.

Elettra Stimilli (originally published on March 9, 2020
—https://antinomie.it/index.php/2020/03/09/essere-in-comune-a-
distanza/)

Translated on Friday, March 20, 2020 by Greg Bird (with special thanks to
Roberta Buiani and John Paul Ricco).

Endnotes

1 “Nuda è forse la vita colpita? Nude sono le vite degli abitanti di questo pianeta in
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tumulto?”
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